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1  Introduction

   RFC7623 defines PBB-EVPN, a solution that provides scalable MPLS
   Layer 2 VPN services using multi-protocol BGP combined with Provider
   Backbone Bridging (PBB) [802.1ah].

   In this document, we describe a solution that uses PBB-EVPN to
   aggregate IP access networks over an MPLS backbone, while offering
   Layer 2 VPN services end to end. The network topology in question
   comprises of three domains: the customer network, the IP access
   network and the MPLS backbone, as shown in the figure below.

   Customer  IP Access           MPLS
   Network    Network          Backbone
                            +--------------+
            +---------+     |              | +---------------+
            |+---+    |    +----+          | |               |
            ||   | +---+   |    |   +-+    | |    +---+      |
            -|AN |-|IPc|---| PE |---|P|    | |    |IPc|      |
           /|+---+ +---+  /+----+  /+-+    | |   /+---+      |
          / |+---+    |  / +----+ /      +----+ /       +---+|
       +--+ ||   | +---+/  |    |/  +-+  |    |/  +---+ |AN || +--+
       |CE|--|AN |-|IPc|---| PE |---|P|--| PE |---|IPc|-|   |--|CE|
       +--+ |+---+ +---+   +----+   +-+  +----+   +---+ +---+| +--+
            |         |     |              | |               |
            +---------+     |              | +---------------+
                            +--------------+

   Figure 1: Target Topology

   The customer network connects via Customer Edge (CE) devices to the
   IP Access Network. The IP Access Network includes Access Nodes (ANs)
   and IP core nodes (IPc). The ANs perform tunneling of Ethernet
   packets using some IP tunneling mechanism (e.g. GRE or VXLAN). The
   MPLS Backbone comprises of PBB-EVPN PEs as well as MPLS core nodes
   (P). The PBB-EVPN PEs terminate the IP tunnels which originate from
   the ANs in their local IP Access Network.

   To simplify the operations and reduce the provisioning overhead on
   the ANs, as well as to provide resiliency, the PEs will use Anycast
   IP addresses as the tunnel destination, for tunnels originating from
   the ANs. We will refer to this setup as PBB-EVPN with Anycast IP
   tunnels.

1.1  Terminology

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
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Requirements 

 Support for both IP and non-IP payload – i.e., 
need MAC learning in data-plane

 PBB-EVPN with IP access network (both v4 and 
v6)

 Support QoS (policing/shaping) per tunnel/VLAN

 Simplify ANs provisioning by using Anycast IP 
addresses as tunnel destination on the PEs – ie, 
no need to provision unicast IP addresses of 
redundant PEs on the ANs

 Provide resilient interconnect with protection 
against PE node failure and IP tunnel failure

 Fast recovery from failure
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Challenges with PBB-EVPN

 Challenges with All-Active redundancy mode

– Traffic arriving from MPLS backbone gets 
load balanced among the PEs in the 
redundancy groups

– PEs cannot perform proper policing/shaping 
for traffic destined toward CEs because one 
cannot assume traffic is evently distributed 
among PEs in the redundancy group (due to 
elephant flows)
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Challenges with PBB-EVPN – Cont.

 Challenges with Single-Active redundancy mode

– Based on DF election, only one PE will be 
forwarding traffic from access to the 
backbone

– However, the DF PE may NOT be the 
shortest IGP path from the CE – ie, CE 
forwards traffic to non-DF PE where it gets 
dropped
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Solution

 Define a new asymmetric redundancy mode for 
PBB-EVPN

 It behaves like All-Active in the direction of 
access-to-core – ie, All PEs in the redundancy 
group can receive traffic from ANs

 It behaves like Single-Active in the direction of 
core-to-access – ie, remote PEs only choose a 
single PE to send traffic to
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Example Network
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   B-MAC address associated with each vES across all PEs in the RG, each
   PE will assign a different B-MAC for each vES, because Single-Active
   redundancy is used for traffic from the MPLS backbone. This ensures
   that remote PEs learn the C-MAC addresses against the unique B-MAC of
   the active PE only. Note that the active PE here is actually
   determined based on where the Anycast traffic lands, according the
   IGP distance between the ANs and the PEs in the IP access network.

   Traffic filtering based on DF election applies only to BUM traffic,
   and only for traffic in the direction towards the Ethernet Segment.

                            +--------------+
            +---------+     |              | +---------------+
            |+---+    |    +----+          | |               |
       +--+ ||   |---------|    |          | |               |
       |CE|--|AN1|-----\   |PE1 |          | |               |
       +--+ |+---+    | \ /+----+          | |               |
            |+---+    |  / +----+        +----+         +---+|
       +--+ ||   |------/ \|    |        |    |         |AN || +--+
       |CE|--|AN2|---------|PE2 |        |PEr |---------|   |--|CE|
       +--+ |+---+    |    +----+        +----+         +---+| +--+
            |         |     |              | |               |
            +---------+     |              | +---------------+
                            +--------------+

   Figure 2: Example Network

   For what follows, please refer to the example network in Figure 2
   above.

4.2.1 Known Unicast Traffic

   When an access nodes (e.g. AN1) forwards known unicast traffic over
   the IP access network, the traffic will be steered towards one of the
   PEs depending on the IGP distance between the AN and the PEs. In the
   case where both PEs are equidistant from the AN, i.e. ECMP, the load-
   balancing hash on the AN and IP core nodes of the access network
   determines which PE receives the traffic. Assume the traffic is
   delivered to PE1 in this example. PE1 would then encapsulate the
   traffic in the PBB header, using its B-MAC address that is associated
   with the vES corresponding to the IP tunnel on which the traffic was
   received. The PE then adds the MPLS encapsulation and forwards the
   packets towards the destination remote PE (PEr in this example). PEr
   would then learn the C-MAC against the B-MAC address associated with
   PE1. Hence, for the reverse traffic PEr will forward the traffic
   destined to that C-MAC to PE1. This follows normal PBB-EVPN
   operation.
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Solution Overview – Known Unicast 
Traffic

 The AN forwards the traffic to the PE with the 
best IGP distance

 The PE learns MAC address against the 
received tunnel, performs QoS, encapsulates it 
with PBB-EVPN and forwards it to the 
destination PE

 The destination PE learns CMAC against BMAC 
associated with that PE/vES 

 All subsequent packets destined to that CMAC 
are forwarded to the right PE accrodingly
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Solution Overview – BUM Traffic

 From access-to-core direction, it operates just 
like All-Active redundancy mode in PBB-EVPN 
with an extension to its split-horizon filtering

 Instead of vES represented by a single BMAC 
address, it is represented by multiple BMAC 
addresses (one per PE)

 Split-horizon is performed when a PE receives a 
BMAC-SA that aliases to its vES 

 To reduce no. of BMACs, “local bias” mechanism 
defined in [Overlay] is used – ie, one BMAC per 
PE instead of one BMAC per <PE, vES>
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Next Step

 Questions ?
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